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WHO WE ARE

OUR GROUP  

For more than half a century, we have evolved from a family business to 
Egypt’s and the region’s largest vertically integrated stone producer. With a 
solid 55- year track record, our reputation for superior quarrying, technical 
excellence, and high quality stones in our projects has remained constant. 
Each of our 1000+ employees embodies this legacy, which is manifested in 
every project we complete.
 
The sum of this experience defines us.
 
As Marmonil has grown to exceed an annual production of 2.5 million square 
meters, exceptionally strong resources of 40 licensed quarries, 170,000 m2 
of production facilities and 250+ stones in our portfolio, our reputation has 
remained rock solid. 
 
As we look forward to the next 50 years, we are excited to carry on the same 
entrepreneurial, technical and passionate spirit that our founders had when 
they started the company in 1963.

MARMONIL SPA Cararra, Italy

MARMI NATURAL STONE Atlanta, Usa MARMOLES Y PIEDRAS DEL NILO Barcelona, Spain

To better service our current clients and develop new relationships, 
we have expanded our network to cover six continents through sister 
companies, strategic partnerships and worldwide agents.

As Marmonil’s sister trading office in Italy, Marmonil SPA complements 
business operations. Established in 1985, the office gave the flagship a 
foothold from which to sell its products in Europe.

We specialize in the mass production of slabs, tiles and cut-to-size.
Employing state-of-the-art equipment, we have maintained a tradition of constant innovation 
in our machinery with true dedication to staying on the cutting edge of technological advances.

Based in Atlanta, Georgia, Marmi Natural Stone is the exclusive 
source for Marmonil products in the United States and one of the 
biggest suppliers of quality natural stone in the Southeastern region 
of the country.

Established in 2007, Marmoles y Piedras Del Nilo acts as a trading 
office in Barcelona for selling Egyptian stones to Spain. It offers 
consultation to architects, interior designers as well as other techincal 
experts in construction.

Quarrying
Cut & discard quarrying 
to minimize waste; Block 
group according to physical 
characteristics, quarry layer and 
color

Fabrication
Block Squaring 
Thickness Control 
Flatness Control
Visual Inspection 
Tolerances Measurement

Finishing
Measuring of degree of polish; 
Checking uniformity of  finish 
application, Ensuring uniform 
texture

Packing
Tiles: wrapped in plastic sheets 
packed in wooden crates
Slabs: automatic plastic 
separator - packed in wooden 
bundles or A-steel frames

Maintenance
Weekly preventative 
maintenance; 15 engineers & 
50 workers dedicated to daily 
maintenance; Annual closing 
for two weeks to conduct 
comprehensive maintenance

Treatment
Anti-salt Treatment; Resins: 
Epoxy, Polyester & UV; Repair 
of fractures; Drying conducted 
by elevator ovens

Color Selection
Match according to Color 
Guide; Zone by Zone selection

Loading
Cranes used to lift packed 
stones; Container fumigation

In our commitment to deliver the highest quality stones, we 
license 19 quarries in Egypt covering 7 types of granite and 7 
types of marble.

With these exceptionally strong resources, we established Marmonil 
Quarrying in 2009 to run and control the earlier phases of our vertical 
integration in stone extraction. This investment assures our capacity to 
deliver premium quality stones in large volumes with color consistency. 
Our teams are always on the search for exploring new materials for 
our clients.

We pride ourselves in being the country’s biggest and greenest producer 
of raw stone, using only sophisticated technology. We consult with expert 
geologists and conduct quarry planning to ensure that our extraction is 
done in a manner that is both cost-efficient and environmentally friendly.

OUR QUARRIES

OUR PROJECTS

SLAB PRODUCTION TILE PRODUCTION CUT-TO-SIZE PRODUCTION

For slabs polishing, we have invested in three 
complete lines for granite and two for mar- 
ble. To guarantee premium quality, we procure 
the highest quality resins from our suppliers 
including epoxy, polyester and UV resins as well 
as an “anti-salt” treatment to counter the salt 
emissions of some stones. With our experience, 
we have the know-how of resin application and 
all due diligence necessary to ensure our clients 
get the highest quality slabs.

Gangsaws - Multi-Wire & Diamond Wires - 
Slabs Polishing Line -  Treatments -  

Container Loading

With an array of the latest technology and highest 
quality chemicals, we produce premium quality 
tiles ready for installation. With two complete 
lines for tile processing, fully automated epoxy 
resin ovens and UV furnaces, we guarantee 
tile quality in squareness, flatness and thickness 
tolerances. Post production, we separate tiles 
according to their colors and conduct a crate-
by-crate packing.

Tile Lines - Block Cutters - Epoxy Oven - Color 
Selection -  Packing

Our wide range of machinery cover all 
architectural elements in any size, shape or edge 
profile. Our strength lies not only in the attention 
to detail in our tailored sizes, but in our ability to 
mass produce cut-to-size stone.    

Waterjet - CNC Lathe - Curved Cladding   
Edge Profiling - Bridge Cutters -  

Profiling Diamond Wire

TO MILESTONES

Grand Egyptian Museum - Egypt

Heart of Doha - Qatar

Westin Palace - Italy

Four Seasons Nile Plaza - Egypt

Four Seasons - USA

Nile Towers - Egypt

Yas Mall - Abu Dhabi

St. Regis - Egypt

Grand Hyatt Hotel - Egypt

Wynn Hotel - Las Vegas

Shangri-La Hotel - Dubai

Trump Tower - Panama

With experience in some 70 countries, we have built and earned a strong international 
reputation as a reliable stone supplier for project delivery. We undertake projects ranging 
from residential to commercial and from public to private, with a portfolio that encompasses:

Trump Tower - Panama   160,000 m2

Yas Mall  - Abu Dhabi    92,000 m2

Wynn Hotel - Las Vegas    47,000 m2

Palm Island - Dubai    40,000 m2

Heart of Doha Msheireb - Qatar   30,000 m2

National Museum of Korea - Korea   12,000 m2

Hilton Hotels - Kuwait & Egypt   19,500 m2

Four Seasons Hotels - USA, Cairo & Sharm   87,000 m2

Westin Hotel - Italy    4,000 m2

Presidential Palace - Sudan    1,500 m2

Cairo Airport Terminal II & III - Cairo   55,000 m2

Cairo Underground Metro - Cairo   32,500 m2

Nile Towers & Fairmont Hotel - Cairo  27,000 m2

Hilton Hotel - Cairo    26,000 m2

Grand Hyatt Hotel - Cairo    20,000 m2

The Ritz Carlton Hotel - Cairo   20,000 m2

St. Regis Hotel - Cairo    15,000 m2

JW Marriott Hotel - Cairo   15,000 m2

Grand Egyptian Musem - Cairo  28,000 m2

Andermatt - Switzerland   5,000 m2

USA Embassies - Jeddah, Taiwan, Latvia,  30,000 m2

                               Malta & Romania
Amongst the projects we are currently supplying:
Swan Lake - Egypt    220,000 m2

Open Air Mall - Cairo    65,200 m2

Four Seasons Hotel Ext. -  Sharm El Sheikh  40,600 m2

Soleya - Giza     30,000 m2

International Congress Hall - Sharm El Sheikh  12,000 m2

Underground Metro L3  - Cairo   10,000 m2

Hilton Plaza Hotel - Hurghada   7,100 m2

Our references speak for us... Check our website for a full list of all our projects.
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We specialize in the mass production of slabs, tiles and cut-to-size.
Employing state-of-the-art equipment, we have maintained a tradition of constant innovation 
in our machinery with true dedication to staying on the cutting edge of technological advances.
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